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are well-designed and give
you a lot of freedom, allowing

you to shape the sounds to
your liking. read more
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you are looking for a sweet,

smooth and well-balanced set
of presets for your favourite
soft synth. this set of presets
might be exactly what you
are looking for. the presets
are well-designed and give

you a lot of freedom, allowing
you to shape the sounds to

your liking. read more
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serum special size 59 mb if
you are looking for a sweet,

smooth and well-balanced set
of presets for your favourite
soft synth. this set of presets
might be exactly what you
are looking for. the presets
are well-designed and give

you a lot of freedom, allowing
you to shape the sounds to

your liking. read more
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might be exactly what you
are looking for. the presets
are well-designed and give

you a lot of freedom, allowing
you to shape the sounds to

your liking. read more
cymatics monsters vol 1 for

xfer serum size 437 mb
transform the way you learn,

create, and design sounds
with the #1 serum

soundbank for dubstep! with
monsters vol 1 we set out to
do the impossible bring the

most powerful basses
inspired by zomboy, skrillex,
must die, eptic, and more!
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this soundbank delivers a
variety of basses that read

more
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cymatics trap for xfer serum
size 44 mb cymatics trap for

xfer serum gives you the
highest quality serum presets

for creating trap music
period. you wont find presets

like these anywhere else!
there are only a few loops in

this preset pack, but they
were carefully crafted to fit
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perfectly into your trap song.
read more immanuel project
for xfer serum size 111 mb

immanuel project is a serum
synth preset, which contains
a few patches made for a real

gritty style. it is very dark
and edgy, so you will not find
any presets like this one out
there. also you can find this
sounds used in the song xx
by aphex twin. read more

tommy trash for xfer serum
size 93 mb tommy trash for

xfer serum gives you the
highest quality serum presets

for creating edm music
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period. you wont find presets
like these anywhere else!

there are only a few loops in
this preset pack, but they

were carefully crafted to fit
perfectly into your edm song.
read more xfer serum 1.2.0b5

mac edition size 0.2gb xfer
serum 1.0b5 mac edition is
the new full version of xfer
serum 1.11b3 for mac, the

only difference between the
full and the demo versions is

the absence of the demo
presets. you can still use the

demo presets as a demo
version and a good place to
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start if you are new to xfer
serum. read more cymatics

decoupler for xfer serum size
80 mb cymatics decoupler for

xfer serum gives you the
highest quality serum presets

for creating edm music
period. you wont find presets

like these anywhere else!
there are only a few loops in

this preset pack, but they
were carefully crafted to fit

perfectly into your edm song.
read more 5ec8ef588b
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